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Killing with Kindness Haiti, International Aid, and NGOs Rutgers University Press After Haiti’s 2010 earthquake, over half of U.S. households donated to thousands of nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) in that country. Yet we continue to hear stories of misery from
Haiti. Why have NGOs failed at their mission? Set in Haiti during the 2004 coup and aftermath and enhanced by research conducted after the 2010 earthquake, Killing with Kindness analyzes the impact of oﬃcial development aid on recipient NGOs and their
relationships with local communities. Written like a detective story, the book oﬀers rich enthnographic comparisons of two Haitian women’s NGOs working in HIV/AIDS prevention, one with public funding (including USAID), the other with private European NGO partners.
Mark Schuller looks at participation and autonomy, analyzing donor policies that inhibit these goals. He focuses on NGOs’ roles as intermediaries in “gluing” the contemporary world system together and shows how power works within the aid system as these
intermediaries impose interpretations of unclear mandates down the chain—a process Schuller calls “trickle-down imperialism.” Humanitarian Aftershocks in Haiti Rutgers University Press The 2010 earthquake in Haiti was one of the deadliest disasters in modern history,
sparking an international aid response—with pledges and donations of $16 billion—that was exceedingly generous. But now, ﬁve years later, that generous aid has clearly failed. In Humanitarian Aftershocks in Haiti, anthropologist Mark Schuller captures the voices of
those involved in the earthquake aid response, and they paint a sharp, unﬂattering view of the humanitarian enterprise. Schuller led an independent study of eight displaced-persons camps in Haiti, compiling more than 150 interviews ranging from Haitian front-line
workers and camp directors to foreign humanitarians and many displaced Haitian people. The result is an insightful account of why the multi-billion-dollar aid response not only did little to help but also did much harm, triggering a range of unintended consequences,
rupturing Haitian social and cultural institutions, and actually increasing violence, especially against women. The book shows how Haitian people were removed from any real decision-making, replaced by a top-down, NGO-dominated system of humanitarian aid, led by
an army of often young, inexperienced foreign workers. Ignorant of Haitian culture, these aid workers unwittingly enacted policies that triggered a range of negative results. Haitian interviewees also note that the NGOs “planted the ﬂag,” and often tended to “just do
something,” always with an eye to the “photo op” (in no small part due to the competition over funding). Worse yet, they blindly supported the eviction of displaced people from the camps, forcing earthquake victims to relocate in vast shantytowns that were hotbeds
of violence. Humanitarian Aftershocks in Haiti concludes with suggestions to help improve humanitarian aid in the future, perhaps most notably, that aid workers listen to—and respect the culture of—the victims of catastrophe. Killing with Kindness? Impacts of
International Development Aid on Participation's and Autonomy Within Women's NGOs in Post-coup Haiti Killing with Kindness? Impacts of International Development Aid on Participation and Autonomy Within Women's NGOs in Post-coup Haiti ProQuest This dissertation
compares experiences of two Haitian women's NGOs that both promoted HIV/AIDS prevention and shared a donor, but diﬀered in type of funding: Northern NGO and public funding. This diﬀerence provides the comparative frame to analyze observed diﬀerences in
participation and autonomy. This dissertation argues that two speciﬁc sets of policies shape these diﬀerences: results-based management regimes and abstinence-only HIV-AIDS prevention policies. Southern Exposure International Development and the Global South in
the Twenty-ﬁrst Century Kumarian Press * An issues-based approach to global change from a Southern perspective * A popular introductory text on contemporary development issues * A great companion to John Isbister’s Promises Not Kept * Replete with illustrative
case studies In this era of rapid globalization, increasing poverty and inequality are creating fertile ﬁelds for anger, despair, and violence. This introductory text addresses key political and economic challenges facing Southern countries as they engage with the global
system. Through the eyes of ordinary people in the Global South, such as small farmers in Kenya and garment workers in Bangladesh, Thomas-Slayter identiﬁes critical issues that will shape twenty-ﬁrst century development. The Big Truck That Went By How the World
Came to Save Haiti and Left Behind a Disaster St. Martin's Press On January 12, 2010, the deadliest earthquake in the history of the Western Hemisphere struck the nation least prepared to handle it. Jonathan M. Katz, the only full-time American news correspondent in
Haiti, was inside his house when it buckled along with hundreds of thousands of others. In this visceral, authoritative ﬁrst-hand account, Katz chronicles the terror of that day, the devastation visited on ordinary Haitians, and how the world reacted to a nation in need.
More than half of American adults gave money for Haiti, part of a monumental response totaling $16.3 billion in pledges. But three years later the relief eﬀort has foundered. It's most basic promises—to build safer housing for the homeless, alleviate severe poverty,
and strengthen Haiti to face future disasters—remain unfulﬁlled. The Big Truck That Went By presents a sharp critique of international aid that deﬁes today's conventional wisdom; that the way wealthy countries give aid makes poor countries seem irredeemably
hopeless, while trapping millions in cycles of privation and catastrophe. Katz follows the money to uncover startling truths about how good intentions go wrong, and what can be done to make aid "smarter." With coverage of Bill Clinton, who came to help lead the
reconstruction; movie-star aid worker Sean Penn; Wyclef Jean; Haiti's leaders and people alike, Katz weaves a complex, darkly funny, and unexpected portrait of one of the world's most fascinating countries. The Big Truck That Went By is not only a deﬁnitive account of
Haiti's earthquake, but of the world we live in today. Fault Lines Views across Haiti's Divide Cornell University Press Beverly Bell, an activist and award-winning writer, has dedicated her life to working for democracy, women’s rights, and economic justice in Haiti and
elsewhere. Since the 7.0 magnitude earthquake of January 12, 2010, that struck the island nation, killing more than a quarter-million people and leaving another two million Haitians homeless, Bell has spent much of her time in Haiti. Her new book, Fault Lines, is a
searing account of the ﬁrst year after the earthquake. Bell explores how strong communities and an age-old gift culture have helped Haitians survive in the wake of an unimaginable disaster, one that only compounded the preexisting social and economic distress of
their society. The book examines the history that caused such astronomical destruction. It also draws in theories of resistance and social movements to scrutinize grassroots organizing for a more just and equitable country. Fault Lines oﬀers rich perspectives rarely
seen outside Haiti. Readers accompany the author through displaced persons camps, shantytowns, and rural villages, where they get a view that deﬁes the stereotype of Haiti as a lost nation of victims. Street journals impart the author’s intimate knowledge of the
country, which spans thirty-ﬁve years. Fault Lines also combines excerpts of more than one hundred interviews with Haitians, historical and political analysis, and investigative journalism. Fault Lines includes twelve photos from the year following the 2010 earthquake.
Bell also investigates and critiques U.S. foreign policy, emergency aid, standard development approaches, the role of nongovernmental organizations, and disaster capitalism. Woven through the text are comparisons to the crisis and cultural resistance in Bell’s home
city of New Orleans, when the levees broke in the wake of Hurricane Katrina. Ultimately a tale of hope, Fault Lines will give readers a new understanding of daily life, structural challenges, and collective dreams in one of the world’s most complex countries. Architextual
Authenticity Constructing Literature and Literary Identity in the French Caribbean Oxford University Press Taking as its point of focus ﬁve diverse texts from Guadeloupe, Martinique and Haiti published between 1958 and 2013, this book examines the trope of the house
(architecture) and the meta-textual construction of texts (architexture) as a means of conceptualizing how authentic means of expression are and have been created in French-Caribbean literature over the greater part of the past half-century. International Law's
Objects Oxford University Press, USA International law's rich existence in the world can be illuminated by its objects. International law is often developed, conveyed, and authorized through its objects and/or their representation. From the symbolic (the regalia of the head
of state and the symbols of sovereignty), to the mundane (a can of dolphin-safe tuna certiﬁed as complying with international trade standards), international legal authority can be found in the objects around us. Similarly, the practice of international law often relies
on material objects or their image, both as evidence (satellite images, bones of the victims of mass atrocities) and to found authority (for instance, maps and charts). This volume considers these questions: ﬁrstly what might the study of international law through
objects reveal? What might objects, rather than texts, tell us about sources, recognition of states, construction of territory, law of the sea, or international human rights law? Secondly, what might this scholarly undertaking reveal about the objects-as aims or projectsof international law? How do objects reveal, or perhaps mask, these aims, and what does this tell us about the reasons some (physical or material) objects are foregrounded, and others hidden or ignored. Thirdly what objects, icons, and symbols preoccupy the
profession and academy? The personal selection of these objects by leading and emerging scholars worldwide will illuminate the contemporary and historical fascinations of international lawyers. By considering international law in the context of its material culture the
authors oﬀer a new and exciting theoretical perspective on the subject. With an image of each object reproduced in full colour, the book will make an engaging and interesting read for scholars, practitioners, and students alike. After Katrina Race, Neoliberalism, and
the End of the American Century SUNY Press Argues that post-Katrina New Orleans is a key site for exploring competing narratives of American decline and renewal at the beginning of the twenty-ﬁrst century. Through the lens provided by the tenth anniversary of
Hurricane Katrina, After Katrina argues that the city of New Orleans emerges as a key site for exploring competing narratives of US decline and renewal at the beginning of the twenty-ﬁrst century. Deploying an interdisciplinary approach to explore cultural
representations of the post-storm city, Anna Hartnell suggests that New Orleans has been reimagined as a laboratory for a racialized neoliberalism, and as such might be seen as a terminus of the American dream. This US disaster zone has unveiled a network of social
and environmental crises that demonstrate that prospects of social mobility have dwindled as environmental degradation and coastal erosion emerge as major threats not just to the quality of life but to the possibility of life in coastal communities across America and
the world. And yet After Katrina also suggests that New Orleans culture oﬀers a way of thinking about the United States in terms that transcend the binary of national renewal or declension. The post-Hurricane city thus emerges as a ﬂashpoint for reﬂecting on the
contemporary United States. Medical Humanitarianism Ethnographies of Practice University of Pennsylvania Press Medical humanitarianism - medical and other health-related initiatives undertaken in conditions born of conﬂict, neglect, or disaster - has a prominent and
growing presence in international development, global health, and human security interventions. This book features twelve essays that fold back the curtains on the individual experiences, institutional practices, and cultural forces that shape humanitarian practice.
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Urban Dwellings, Haitian Citizenships Housing, Memory, and Daily Life in Haiti Rutgers University Press Urban Dwellings, Haitian Citizenships explores the failed international reconstruction of Port-au-Prince after the devastating 2010 earthquake. It describes the failures
of international aid in Haiti while it analyzes examples of Haitian-based reconstruction and economic practices. By interrogating the relationship between indigenous uses of the cityscape and the urbanization of the countryside within a framework that centers on the
violence of urban planning, the book shows that the forms of economic development promoted by international agencies institutionalize impermanence and instability. Conversely, it shows how everyday Haitians use and transform the city to create spaces of belonging
and forms of citizenship anchored in a long history of resistance to extractive economies. Taking readers into the remnants of failed industrial projects in Haitian provinces and into the streets, rubble, and homes of Port-au-Prince, this book reﬂects on the possibilities
and meanings of dwelling in post-disaster urban landscapes. Development in Crisis Threats to human well-being in the Global South and Global North Routledge Development in Crisis: Threats to human well-being in the Global South and Global North, is a provocative,
engaging and interesting collection of real-world case studies in development and globalization focusing on under-emphasized threats to growth and human welfare worldwide. Created by two of America's top development sociologists, it targets undergraduates,
graduates, academics and development professionals. Crises such as falling state capacity, declining technological innovation, increasing class inequality and persisting gender inequality are considered, along with their economic and social consequences. New Faces of
God in Latin America Emerging Forms of Vernacular Christianity Oxford University Press, USA "This monograph is a hist ... The Law and Practice of Peacekeeping Foregrounding Human Rights Cambridge University Press An innovative analysis of accountability in international
peacekeeping and human rights, with a focus on the UN's Haiti mission. Tectonic Shifts Haiti Since the Earthquake Kumarian Press The 7.0 magnitude earthquake that hit Haiti’s capital on January 12, 2010 will be remembered as one of the world’s deadliest disasters. The
earthquake was a tragedy that gripped the nation—and the world. But as a disaster it also magniﬁed the social ills that have beset this island nation that sits squarely in the United States’ diplomatic and geopolitical shadow. The quake exposed centuries of
underdevelopment, misguided economic policies, and foreign aid interventions that have contributed to rampant inequality and social exclusion in Haiti. Tectonic Shifts oﬀers a diverse on-the-ground set of perspectives about Haiti’s cataclysmic earthquake and the
aftermath that left more than 1.5 million individuals homeless. Following a critical analysis of Haiti’s heightened vulnerability as a result of centuries of foreign policy and most recently neoliberal economic policies, this book addresses a range of contemporary
realities, foreign impositions, and political changes that occurred during the relief and reconstruction periods. Analysis of these realities oﬀers tools for engaged, principled reﬂection and action. Essays by scholars, journalists, activists, and Haitians still on the island
and those in the Diaspora highlight the many struggles that the Haitian people face today, providing lessons not only for those impacted and involved in relief, but for people engaged in struggles for justice and transformation in other parts of the world. Advancing
International Human Rights Law Responsibilities of Development NGOs Respecting and Fulﬁlling the Right to Reparative Justice for Genocide Survivors in Rwanda Springer Nature This book explores the potential responsibilities to respect, protect and fulﬁll international
human rights law (IHRL) of a particular class of non-state actors: non-governmental organizations (NGOs). It calls for NGOs pursuing development to respect and fulﬁll the human right of genocide survivors to reparative justice in Rwanda. It argues that NGOs have
social and moral responsibilities to respect and fulﬁll IHRL, and for greater accountability for them to do so. The book focuses on those NGOs advancing development in a post genocide transitional justice context acting simultaneously in partnership with state
governments, as proxies and agents for these governments, and providing essential public goods and social services as part of their development remit. It deﬁnes development as a process of expanding realization of social, economic, and cultural rights addressing
food security, economic empowerment/poverty reduction, healthcare, housing, education, and other fundamental human needs while integrating these alongside the expansion of freedoms and protections aﬀorded by civil and political rights. It uses post genocide
Rwanda as a case study to illustrate how respect and fulﬁllment of the IHRL pertaining to reparative justice are hindered by failing to hold NGOs responsible for IHRL. Consequently, this results in discrimination against, marginalization, and the disadvantaging of
survivors of the Rwandan genocide against the Tutsi and violations of their human rights. The Struggle of Non-Sovereign Caribbean Territories Neoliberalism Since The French Antillean Uprisings of 2009 Rutgers University Press The Struggle of Non-Sovereign Caribbean
Territories is an essay collection made up of two sections; in the ﬁrst, a group of anglophone and francophone scholars examines the roots, eﬀects and implications of the major social upheaval that shook Guadeloupe, Martinique, French Guiana, and Réunion in
February and March of 2009. They clearly demonstrate the critical role played by community activism, art and media to combat politico-economic policies that generate (un)employment, labor exploitation, and unattended health risks, all made secondary to the
supremacy of proﬁt. In the second section, additional scholars provide in-depth analyses of the ways in which an insistence on capital accumulation and centralization instantiated broad hierarchies of market-driven proﬁt, capital accumulation, and economic
exploitation upon a range of populations and territories in the wider non-sovereign and nominally sovereign Caribbean from Haiti to the Dutch Antilles to Puerto Rico, reinforcing the racialized patterns of socioeconomic exclusion and privatization long imposed by
France on its former colonial territories. Haiti Bradt Travel Guides A new edition of the only stand-alone guidebook on Haiti available, fully updated and with expanded content reﬂecting Haiti’s recent tourism expansion, and packed with practical information covering
everything from accommodation, eateries and travel routes to wildlife and ‘Vodou’. A comprehensive section on birdwatching and insightful information on Haiti's rich artistic and musical heritage ensure birdwatchers and cultural enthusiasts are well catered for. Paul
Clammer discusses the medicinal merits of Haitian rum, how to catch a Port-au-Prince taptap (bus) and how to check into the Graham Greene suite of the Hotel Oloﬀson. This new edition includes even more information on living in Haiti, more festivals – from local fêtes
to big celebrations – and coverage of new tourism developments at the Citadelle, Haiti’s only UNESCO World Heritage Site. Also covered are details of other new museums either under refurbishment or soon to open. Sharing the island of Hispaniola with the Dominican
Republic, Haiti is culturally the most African of Caribbean countries, and one that is largely unknown to visitors, except through popular clichés of aid dependency and Vodou culture. An early pioneer of Caribbean tourism, since the earthquake of 2010 it has been
slowly repositioning itself as an exciting new travel destination. Visitors will ﬁnd historical sites to explore, such as the World Heritage-listed Citadelle (the largest fortress in the Americas), hidden beaches, and a proud people rebuilding their country and ready to
welcome visitors once more. There Is No More Haiti Between Life and Death in Port-au-Prince University of California Press This is not just another book about crisis in Haiti. This book is about what it feels like to live and die with a crisis that never seems to end. It is about
the experience of living amid the ruins of ecological devastation, economic collapse, political upheaval, violence, and humanitarian disaster. It is about how catastrophic events and political and economic forces shape the most intimate aspects of everyday life. In this
gripping account, anthropologist Greg Beckett oﬀers a stunning ethnographic portrait of ordinary people struggling to survive in Port-au-Prince in the twenty-ﬁrst century. Drawing on over a decade of research, There Is No More Haiti builds on stories of death and
rebirth to powerfully reframe the narrative of a country in crisis. It is essential reading for anyone interested in Haiti today. Non-Governmental Organizations and Development Routledge Non-governmental organizations (NGOs) are high proﬁle actors in the ﬁeld of
international development, both as providers of services to vulnerable individuals and communities and as campaigning policy advocates. This book provides a critical introduction to the wide-ranging topic of NGOs and development. Written by two authors with more
than twenty years experience of research and practice in the ﬁeld, the book combines a critical overview of the main research literature with a set of up-to-date theoretical and practical insights drawn from experience in Asia, Europe, Africa and elsewhere. It highlights
the importance of NGOs in development, but it also engages fully with the criticisms that the increased proﬁle of NGOs in development now attracts. Non-Governmental Organizations and Development begins with a discussion of the wide diversity of NGOs and their
roles, and locates their recent rise to prominence within broader histories of struggle as well as within the ideological context of neo-liberalism. It then moves on to analyze how interest in NGOs has both reﬂected and informed wider theoretical trends and debates
within development studies, before analyzing NGOs and their practices, using a broad range of short case studies of successful and unsuccessful interventions. David Lewis and Nazneen Kanji then moves on to describe the ways in which NGOs are increasingly
important in relation to ideas and debates about ‘civil society’, globalization and the changing ideas and practices of international aid. The book argues that NGOs are now central to development theory and practice and are likely to remain important actors in
development in the years to come. In order to appreciate the issues raised by their increasing diversity and complexity, the authors conclude that it is necessary to deploy a historically and theoretically informed perspective. This critical overview will be useful to
students of development studies at undergraduate and masters levels, as well as to more general readers and practitioners. The format of the book includes ﬁgures, photographs and case studies as well as reader material in the form of summary points and questions.
Despite the growing importance of the topic, no single short, up-to-date book exists that sets out the main issues in the form of a clearly written, academically-informed text: until now. Humanitarian Aftershocks in Haiti Rutgers University Press The 2010 earthquake in
Haiti was one of the deadliest disasters in modern history, sparking an international aid response—with pledges and donations of $16 billion—that was exceedingly generous. But now, ﬁve years later, that generous aid has clearly failed. In Humanitarian Aftershocks in
Haiti, anthropologist Mark Schuller captures the voices of those involved in the earthquake aid response, and they paint a sharp, unﬂattering view of the humanitarian enterprise. Schuller led an independent study of eight displaced-persons camps in Haiti, compiling
more than 150 interviews ranging from Haitian front-line workers and camp directors to foreign humanitarians and many displaced Haitian people. The result is an insightful account of why the multi-billion-dollar aid response not only did little to help but also did much
harm, triggering a range of unintended consequences, rupturing Haitian social and cultural institutions, and actually increasing violence, especially against women. The book shows how Haitian people were removed from any real decision-making, replaced by a topdown, NGO-dominated system of humanitarian aid, led by an army of often young, inexperienced foreign workers. Ignorant of Haitian culture, these aid workers unwittingly enacted policies that triggered a range of negative results. Haitian interviewees also note that
the NGOs “planted the ﬂag,” and often tended to “just do something,” always with an eye to the “photo op” (in no small part due to the competition over funding). Worse yet, they blindly supported the eviction of displaced people from the camps, forcing earthquake
victims to relocate in vast shantytowns that were hotbeds of violence. Humanitarian Aftershocks in Haiti concludes with suggestions to help improve humanitarian aid in the future, perhaps most notably, that aid workers listen to—and respect the culture of—the
victims of catastrophe. Handbook of Entrepreneurship and Sustainable Development Research Edward Elgar Publishing Allying and expanding the diverse ﬁelds of entrepreneurship and sustainable development research is a modern day imperative. This Handbook paints
an illuminating picture of the historic and current understanding of the bond between entrepreneurship an OECD Public Governance Reviews: Haiti Strengthening Public Administration for Resilient and Sustainable Governance Strengthening Public Administration for
Resilient and Sustainable Governance OECD Publishing The government of Haiti is undertaking public governance reforms to support sustainable growth and inclusive socio-economic development. This Review analyses areas such as whole-of-government co-ordination,
the links between budgeting and planning, and the decentralisation process to improve development outcomes to which all levels of government in the country contribute. Displaced by Disaster Recovery and Resilience in a Globalizing World Routledge Displacement has
traditionally been conceptualized as a phenomenon that results from conﬂict or other disruptions in developing or unstable countries. Hurricane Katrina shattered this notion and highlighted the various dilemmas of population displacement in the United States. The
dilemmas stem from that of inconsistent terminology and deﬁnitions; lack of eﬀorts to quantify displacement risk potential and that factor displacement vulnerability into community plans; lack of understanding of diﬀerential needs of "displacees" especially during
long-term recovery periods; and policy and institutional responses (or lack thereof) especially as it relates to post-disaster sheltering and housing. Incorporating relevant examples, cases, and policies Esnard and Sapat look at the experience of other countries and how
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the international community has dealt with hundreds of thousands of individuals who have been forced to leave their homes. Displaced by Disaster addresses such issues from a planning and policy perspective informed by scholarship in disciplines such as emergency
management; political science; sociology and anthropology. It is ideal for students and practitioners working in the areas of disaster management, planning, public administration and policy, housing, and the many disciplines connected to disaster issues. NonGovernmental Organizations, Management and Development Routledge Non-Governmental Development Organizations have seen turbulent times over the decades; however, recent years have seen them grow to occupy high-proﬁle positions in the ﬁght against poverty.
They are now seen as an important element of ‘civil society’, a concept that has been given increasing importance by global policy makers. This book has evolved during the course of that period to be a prime resource for those working (or wishing to work) with and for
NGOs. The third edition of Non-Governmental Organizations, Management and Development is fully updated and thoroughly reorganized, covering key issues including, but not limited to, debates on the changing global context of international development and the
changing concepts and practices used by NGOs. The interdisciplinary approach employed by David Lewis results in an impressive text that draws upon current research in non-proﬁt management, development management, public management and management theory,
exploring the activities, relationships and internal structure of the NGO. This book remains the ﬁrst and only comprehensive and academically grounded guide to the issues facing international development NGOs as they operate in increasingly complex and challenging
conditions around the world. It is the perfect resource for students undertaking studies of NGOs and the non-proﬁt sector, in addition to being an excellent resource for development studies students more generally. The Haiti Exception Anthropology and the
Predicament of Narrative Liverpool University Press This collection of essays considers the means and extent of Haiti’s ‘exceptionalization’ – its perception in multiple arenas as deﬁnitively unique with respect not only to the countries of the North Atlantic, but also to the
rest of the Americas. Painted as repulsive and attractive, abject and resilient, singular and exemplary, Haiti has long been framed discursively by an extraordinary epistemological ambivalence. This nation has served at once as cautionary tale, model for humanitarian
aid and development projects and point of origin for general theorising of the so-called Third World. What to make of this dialectic of exemplarity and alterity? How to pull apart this multivalent narrative in order to examine its constituent parts? Conscientiously
gesturing to James Cliﬀord’s The Predicament of Culture (1988), the contributors to The Haiti Exception work on the edge of multiple disciplines, notably that of anthropology, to take up these and other such questions from a variety of methodological and disciplinary
perspectives, including Africana Studies, Anthrohistory, Art History, Black Studies, Caribbean Studies, education, ethnology, Jewish Studies, Literary Studies, Performance Studies and Urban Studies. As contributors revise and interrogate their respective praxes, they
accept the challenge of thinking about the particular stakes of and motivations for their own commitment to Haiti. A Girl Named Lovely One Child's Miraculous Survival and My Journey to the Heart of Haiti Simon and Schuster An insightful and uplifting memoir about a
young Haitian girl in post-earthquake Haiti, and the profound, life-changing eﬀect she had on one journalist's life. In January 2010, a devastating earthquake struck Haiti, killing hundreds of thousands of people and paralyzing the country. Catherine Porter, a newly
minted international reporter, was on the ground in the immediate aftermath. Moments after she arrived in Haiti, Catherine found her ﬁrst story. A ragtag group of volunteers told her about a “miracle child”—a two-year-old girl who had survived six days under the
rubble and emerged virtually unscathed. Catherine found the girl the next day. Her family was a mystery; her future uncertain. Her name was Lovely. She seemed a symbol of Haiti—both hopeful and despairing. When Catherine learned that Lovely had been reunited
with her family, she did what any journalist would do and followed the story. The cardinal rule of journalism is to remain objective and not become personally involved in the stories you report. But Catherine broke that rule on the last day of her second trip to Haiti.
That day, Catherine made the simple decision to enroll Lovely in school, and to pay for it with money she and her readers donated. Over the next ﬁve years, Catherine would visit Lovely and her family seventeen times, while also reporting on the country’s struggles to
harness the international rush of aid. Each trip, Catherine's relationship with Lovely and her family became more involved and more complicated. Trying to balance her instincts as a mother and a journalist, and increasingly conscious of the costs involved, Catherine
found herself struggling to align her worldview with the realities of Haiti after the earthquake. Although her dual roles as donor and journalist were constantly at odds, as one piled up expectations and the other documented failures, a third role had emerged and
quietly become the most important: that of a friend. A Girl Named Lovely is about the reverberations of a single decision—in Lovely’s life and in Catherine’s. It recounts a journalist’s voyage into the poorest country in the Western hemisphere, hit by the greatest
natural disaster in modern history, and the fraught, messy realities of international aid. It is about hope, kindness, heartbreak, and the modest but meaningful diﬀerence one person can make. Security Aid: Canada and the Development Regime of Security University of
Toronto Press Drawing on an array of previously classiﬁed materials and interviews with security experts, Security Aid presents a critical analysis of the securitization of humanitarian aid. Comparative International Perspectives on Education and Social Change in
Developing Countries and Indigenous Peoples in Developed Countries IAP Democratizing educational access and building capacity in developing countries and amongst indigenous peoples in developed countries may be elusive but are hopeful goals. Many developing
countries are striving to reengineer their incoherent education systems at a time when they are most vulnerable, particularly with susceptibility to natural disasters, political unrests, and economic instabilities (UNESCO, 2007). Similarly, indigenous peoples in
developed countries are seeking more control over education as they consider the long?term eﬀects of educational policies that have been forced on them. Research on education and social change in developing countries has a long history (Glewwe, 2002; Hanushek,
1995; Sider, 2011). However, there is limited research on educational capacity?building in developing countries such as Kenya, Honduras, Haiti, Ghana, Hong Kong, India, Peru, China, and Thailand. Further, the educational frameworks by which Indigenous peoples
(M?ori, Canada’s First Nations, and American Indian/Alaska Natives) have been educated have some signiﬁcant similarities to those encountered in developing countries. The compilation of chapters illuminates research and collaborative initiatives between the authors
and local leaders in developing countries’ and Indigenous peoples in developed countries’ eﬀorts to solve the complexity of social inequities through educational access and quality learning. The authors draw on theoretical lens, knowledge bases, and strategies, and
identify trends and developments to provide the scope of educational improvement in a globalization context (Brooks & Normore, 2010; Jean?Marie, Normore & Brooks, 2009). The NGO Challenge for International Relations Theory Routledge It has become commonplace
to observe the growing pervasiveness and impact of Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs). And yet the three central approaches in International Relations (IR) theory, Liberalism, Realism and Constructivism, overlook or ignore the importance of NGOs, both
theoretically and politically. Oﬀering a timely reappraisal of NGOs, and a parallel reappraisal of theory in IR—the academic discipline entrusted with revealing and explaining world politics, this book uses practice theory, global governance, and new institutionalism to
theorize NGO accountability and analyze the history of NGOs. This study uses evidence from empirical data from Europe, Africa, Latin America, the Middle East and Asia and from studies that range across the issue-areas of peacebuilding, ethnic reconciliation, and labor
rights to show IR theory has often prejudged and misread the agency of NGOs. Drawing together a group of leading international relations theorists, this book explores the frontiers of new research on the role of such forces in world politics and is required reading for
students, NGO activists, and policy-makers. Routledge Handbook of Afro-Latin American Studies Taylor & Francis This Handbook provides a comprehensive roadmap to the burgeoning area of Afro-Latin American Studies. Afro-Latins as a civilization developed during the
period of slavery, obtaining cultural contributions from Indigenous and European worlds, while today they are enriched by new social conﬁgurations derived from contemporary migrations from Africa. The essays collected in this volume speak to scientiﬁc production
that has been promoted in the region from the humanities and social sciences with the aim of understanding the phenomenon of the African diaspora as a speciﬁc civilizing element. With contributions from world-leading ﬁgures in their ﬁelds overseen by an eminent
international editorial board, this Handbook features original, authoritative articles organized in four coherent parts: • Disciplinary Studies; • Problem Focused Fields; • Regional and Country Approaches; • Pioneers of Afro-Latin American Studies. The Routledge
Handbook of Afro-Latin American Studies will not only serve as the major reference text in the area of Afro-Latin American Studies but will also provide the agenda for future new research. Religions in International Political Economy Springer Nature This book shows how
religions and their internal struggles shape key actors and processes in the international political economy. It highlights how fundamentalist, business-oriented Christians in the United States were instrumental in the neoliberal turn in US hegemony, how Christianity, in
the form of prosperity religion, transformed Latin America, and how reactionary religious movements sharpened state competition through illiberal politics in Turkey, India, and elsewhere. But reactionary movements are also confronted by liberationist or more
progressive movements, such as Islamic feminism, that seek to build a more inclusive global economy. Religions and their ideas should be seen as a constitutive part of neoliberal globalization and its contestation in IPE. Non-Governmental Organizations in the Global
System Rowman & Littleﬁeld In Non-Governmental Organizations and the Global System George Kaloudis examines the important and paradoxical role NGOs play in the global system. Implementing Inequality The Invisible Labor of International Development Rutgers
University Press Implementing Inequality argues that the international development industry’s internal dynamics—between international and national staﬀ, and among policy makers, administrators, and implementers—shape interventions and their outcomes as much as
do the external dynamics of global political economy. Through an ethnographic study in postwar Angola, the book demonstrates how the industry’s internal social pressures guide development’s methods and goals, introducing the innovative concept of the
development implementariat: those in-country workers, largely but not exclusively “local” staﬀ members, charged with carrying out development’s policy prescriptions. The implementariat is central to the development endeavor but remains overlooked and undersupported as most of its work is deeply social, interactive, and relational, the kind of work that receives less recognition and support than it deserves at every echelon of the industry. If international development is to meet its larger purpose, it must ﬁrst address its
internal inequalities of work and professional class. The Unﬁnished Revolution Haiti, Black Sovereignty and Power in the Nineteenth-Century Atlantic World Liverpool University Press In The Unﬁnished Revolution, Salt examines post-revolutionary (and contemporary)
sovereignty in Haiti, noting the many international responses to the arrival of a nation born from blood, ﬁre and revolution. Using blackness as a lens, Salt charts the impact of Haiti’s sovereignty—and its blackness—in the Atlantic world. Migration and Refuge An Ecoarchive of Haitian Literature, 1982-2017 Contemporary French and Franco This book argues that contemporary Haitian literature historicizes the political and environmental problems raised by the 2010 earthquake by building on texts of earlier generations. It contends
that this literary "eco-archive" challenges universalizing narratives of the Anthropocene with depictions of migration and refuge within Haiti and around the Americas. Disaster Policy and Politics Emergency Management and Homeland Security CQ Press In the Second
Edition of Disaster Policy and Politics, author Richard Sylves covers the hottest and most controversial issues in the ﬁelds of disaster management and homeland security. The work provides a careful and balanced analysis of U.S. disaster politics and policy, paying
special attention to the role of key actors—decision makers at the federal, state, and local levels. The book’s comprehensive “all-hazards” approach introduces readers to important public policy, organizational management, and leadership issues whether they aspire to
be emergency managers or not. Crafted to be more instructor- and student-friendly, the 10-chapter volume includes boxed mini–case studies depicting disasters large and small. Among its aims are to provide illuminating examples, context, and humanitarian relevance.
After the Dance, the Drums Are Heavy Carnival, Politics, and Musical Engagement in Haiti Oxford University Press, USA "Haitian carnival oﬀers a lens into popular power and politics. Political demonstrations in Haiti often manifest as musical performances. Studying
carnival and political protest side by side brings insight to the musical engagement that ordinary citizens and celebrity musicians often cultivate and revere in contemporary Haiti. This book explores how the self-declared president of konpa Sweet Micky (Michel
Martelly) rose to the nation's highest oﬃce while methodically crafting a political product inherently entangled with his musical product. It oﬀers deep historical perspective on the characteristics of carnivalesque verbal play-and the performative skillset of the artist
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(Sweet Micky) who dominated carnival for more than a decade-including vulgarities and polemics. It moreover demonstrates that the practice of leveraging the carnivalesque for expedient political function has precedence in Haiti's history. Yet there has been profound
resistance to this brand of politics led by many other high-proﬁle artists, including Matyas and Jòj, Brothers Posse, Boukman Eksperyans, and RAM. These groups have each released popular carnival songs that have contributed to the public's discussions on what civic
participation and citizenship in Haiti can and should be. Author Rebecca Dirksen presents an in-depth consideration of politically and socially engaged music and what these expressions mean for the Haitian population in the face of challenging political and economic
circumstances. After the Dance, the Drums Are Heavy centers the voices of Haitian musicians and regular citizens by extensively sharing interviews and detailed analyses of musical performance in the context of contemporary events well beyond the musical realm"-Islands of Sovereignty Haitian Migration and the Borders of Empire Chicago Series in Law and Soci Introduction -- The political and the economic -- Border laboratories -- Contagion and the sovereign body -- Screening's architecture -- The jurisdictional imagination -Interdiction adrift
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